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Abstract

This paper reports on results from a descriptive study of the nature and quality of the day-to-day educational experiences of 49 13-14 year-olds with special education needs and/or disabilities (SEND). All pupils had either an Education Health and Care Plan (EHCP) or a Statement, and attended in mainstream secondary school in England. Pupils involved in the SEN in Secondary Education study were shadowed for several days over a school week. Researchers prepared pupil-level case studies on the basis of data from qualitative observations and semi-structured interviews with pupils and key school staff involved in their learning and development. The case studies were subjected to a thematic analysis. Results are presented in terms of two inter-related themes – (i) teaching and support; and (ii) differentiation – which address approaches to, and expressions of, inclusive practice; the roles of teachers and teaching assistants; and the defining features of teaching and support for SEND. The results are considered in view of the inclusiveness, appropriateness and effectiveness of provision on offer to pupils with high-level SEND. We conclude there has been a systemic and long-standing failure to fully address the educational needs of such pupils, and suggest what schools could do to provide higher quality experiences.
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Background

Around 1.2 million pupils in England have special educational needs and disabilities (SEND) (DfE, 2017a). Around a quarter of these have needs entitling them to an Education, Health and Care Plan (EHCP): a legal document setting out a pupils’ needs and the support they should receive. Prior to 2014, another legal document called a Statement performed the same function. The proportion of pupils with a Statement or EHCP has remained stable at 2.8% since 2010. Slightly more of these pupils (45%) are educated in state-funded mainstream schools than in state-funded special schools (43%) (DfE, 2017a).

Concurrent with the long-term, international trend towards inclusion, the increase in the number of pupils with SEND educated in mainstream UK schools over the last 30 years has been accompanied and assisted by an increase in the number of support paraprofessionals, known variously as teaching assistants, learning support assistants or classroom assistants (referred to here as TAs). The number of full-time equivalent TAs in mainstream schools in
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England has more than trebled since 2000, from 79,000 to 265,600 in 2016. TAs comprise 28% of the school workforce in England (DfE, 2017b).

SEND provision in mainstream settings in other OECD countries, also relies heavily on paraprofessionals (Masdeu Navarro, 2015). In England, the national annual spend on TAs is around £5bn (Webster et al., 2016). On the face of it, this seems a worthwhile investment. School leaders report that a main reason for the increase in TAs is that inclusion policies would be impossible to implement without them (Blatchford et al., 2012). However, results from the longitudinal Deployment and Impact of Support Staff (DISS) project raised serious questions about the negative consequences of how deploying TAs in a predominantly pedagogical role has become closely connected to policies and practices of inclusion (Webster et al., 2010).

On the basis of extensive data collected via observations, surveys, interviews and audio recordings of lessons, the main explanation for the DISS project results on attainment appeared to be the way TA-supported pupils spend less time interacting with the teacher, and become separated from the teacher and curriculum. As the least qualified staff (TAs) are, in effect, assigned primary educator status for the pupils in most need, it is perhaps unsurprising that these pupils make less progress than their peers. Similarly, Klassen (2001) found pupils with dyslexia, who were assigned TA support for literacy, made less progress than their unsupported peers. There are, however, very few studies describing the day-to-day experiences of pupils with high-level SEND (i.e. those with Statements/EHCPs) of life and learning in mainstream settings, which may help explain why this common approach to facilitating inclusion – the employment and deployment of TAs – lacks impact.

One exception is the Making a Statement (MAST) study, which tracked the educational experiences of 48 nine- and ten-year-olds with Statements (Webster and Blatchford, 2013; 2015). The findings, based on interview and observation data, revealed how the everyday experiences of pupils with Statements were markedly and qualitatively different to pupils without SEND. Organisational reliance on TAs to facilitate inclusion meant that school life for pupils with high-level SEND was strongly characterised by a high degree of separation from the classroom, their teacher and peers. The particular power invested in the Statement, and the characterisation of support being couched in terms of ‘TA hours’, calls to mind what Sikes et al. (2007) refer to as the ‘yes buts’ of inclusion; where the inclusion of pupils with SEND is conceived as being contingent on available resources.

As was found in the DISS project (Blatchford, et al., 2011), a main conclusion from the MAST study was that pupils with Statements received a different – and less effective – pedagogical diet compared to pupils without SEND. TAs assumed much of the responsibility for moment-by-moment pedagogical decision-making for these pupils. They provided a high amount of verbal differentiation, in part to make classroom teaching accessible, but also to compensate for the teachers’ failure to set appropriate tasks. While TAs’ interactions with pupils were well-intentioned, their nature and appropriateness were qualitatively different to teacher-to-pupil talk. More detailed studies of adult-pupil interactions have found that TAs tend to close talk down, rather than open it up, as teachers do (Radford et al., 2011). Elsewhere, analyses by Rubie-Davies et al. (2010) found that compared to teachers, TAs are more concerned with task completion and correction than learning. The limited research on, and involving, pupils with high-level SEND in secondary schools means little is known about the precise role of TAs.
and the nature of their support (e.g. via their talk), and how this converges and differs from the role of teachers and teaching for these pupils.

Allied to this is differentiation, which we know from the MAST study is under-conceptualised (Webster and Blatchford, 2015). Prominent in primary school teachers’ conceptualisations and operationalisations of differentiation were the use of within-class (so-called) ‘ability’ grouping and the positioning of a TA next to a pupil with high-level SEND (‘one-to-one support’). Further differentiation was provided by TAs’ moment-by-moment interactions. Other commonly occurring expressions of differentiation were: (i) by task; and (ii) by outcome (i.e. the amount of work completed or produced). While the MAST study shone light on the unstructured ways in which differentiation is, to a fair degree, operationalised by TAs filling the gaps left by teachers, what is less known is what is understood by differentiation and how it is operationalised in secondary settings.

This paper

This paper reports on results from a qualitative study of pupils with Statements/EHCPs educated in mainstream secondary schools. On concluding the MAST study (conducted in primary schools during 2011/12), we identified an exciting opportunity to do a replication study in secondary schools. The main aim of the SEN in Secondary Education (SENSE) study was to provide descriptive information about the day-to-day experiences of secondary-aged pupils with high-level SEND via a mixed-methods approach.

The approach adopted in the SENSE study was similar to the MAST study. Researchers shadowed pupils for between three and five days over a school week. The multi-method approach to data collection combined systematic observations and a complementary analysis of qualitative case study data. This paper reports on results from the second of these components.

The systematic observation results found that pupils with Statements/EHCPs were largely taught in small homogenous, low-attaining classes. We concluded that this was very close to a form of streaming (Webster and Blatchford, 2017). TAs were a consistent feature of these classrooms, and especially so in the lives of pupils with Statements/EHCPs. Interactions with TAs accounted for around one-fifth of all their interactions, and outweighed peer interactions. In contrast, TAs were less common in classes for average-attaining (non-SEND) pupils. Consequently, only 1% of all interactions they experienced were with TAs.

Whilst these findings provide robust data on the broad contextual features of secondary school life for pupils with and without SEND, we know little of detail of what occurs within classrooms, and how it is experienced and perceived by various stakeholders. A key purpose of the qualitative case studies, therefore, was to capture and synthesise data on conceptualisations of, and approaches to, teaching and support and differentiation among school staff, and the views of the young people with Statements/EHCPs who experience this. As we describe in the methodology below, the basis for the SENSE study case studies were semi-structured interviews with school staff and pupils, which covered: approaches to including pupils with high-level SEND; curriculum access; the roles of teachers and TAs; and the defining features of teaching and support (including adult-pupil interaction).
The rationale for this investigation is that there is a need for more empirical research on under-theorised practices in secondary education that tend to be presented as appropriate provision and pedagogy for pupils with high-level SEND. There remains a paucity of quality evidence, especially in the UK, about pedagogic practice for pupils with SEND in mainstream settings. A systematic literature review by Rix et al. (2009) on this topic yielded 28 papers for in-depth analysis; just 1% of the total they started with. Only ten of these scored well in terms of research design.

A main aim of this paper is to establish what secondary school practitioners and pupils understand by the potentially nebulous and contestable terms ‘teaching’, ‘support’ and ‘differentiation’, pertaining to SEND. As our study was interested in how pupils experience these things in practice, this paper makes a useful contribution to the literature by giving a voice to young people with learning difficulties; a constituency at risk of marginalisation (Nye, 2017). In the concluding section, we contextualise our findings in relation to the wider evidence base, and consider the implications in light of trends and projections concerning SEND provision and inclusion in England.

Through this paper, we hope to inform wider debates about what constitutes effective inclusive provision for pupils with high-level SEND. In the UK at least, the persistent failure to meet the educational needs of pupils with SEND appropriately and proportionately has raised significant concerns about fairness and discrimination. In addition, school failure (i.e. leaving compulsory education without qualifications, or having inadequate literacy and numeracy skills) has long-term damaging effects for society, as well as for the life-chances of the individuals concerned (O’Brien, 2016). Insights that contribute to the development of meaningful inclusive learning experiences have the potential to inform improved life journeys for pupils with SEND.

Methodology

Sample

Pupils

Working with local authority colleagues, the research team identified 13-14 year-olds (Year 9s) in mainstream secondary schools, with a Statement/EHCP. In the main, it was the strategic lead for SEND, the SEN coordinator (SENCO), who then facilitated the process of securing informed consent from the pupils and their parents/carers. School visits were carried out between autumn 2015 and spring 2016. For the purposes of consistency with the earlier MAST study, we prioritised pupils with difficulties relating to cognition and learning for inclusion in the SENSE study. Pupils with a Statement/EHCP relating to the categories of need prevalent within cognition and learning – moderate learning difficulties and severe learning difficulties – together account for 16% of all pupils with Statements/EHCPs in mainstream secondary schools. Table 1 shows the pupil sample by key characteristics.

Table 1. Pupils with Statements/EHCPs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>EAL</th>
<th>FSM</th>
<th>Total pupils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2

3
Cognition and learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>28</th>
<th>82%</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>80%</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>80%</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>89%</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>83%</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>80%</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>82%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other primary need*</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Communication and interaction difficulties (4 pupils); social, emotional and mental health difficulties (3 pupils); and sensory and/or physical needs (2 pupils).

In terms of representativeness, at January 2016 (during the fieldwork phase), there were 50,884 pupils attending state-funded secondary schools with Statements/EHCPs (DfE, 2016c). Just under a fifth were in Year 9. Of these, 75% were boys and 75% were white British; 25% identified as being in another ethnic group. Our sample diverged marginally from these proportions. Pupils with Statements/EHCPs known to be eligible for free school meals (FSM) were slightly over-represented in our sample (26% nationally), whilst pupils whose had English as an additional language (EAL) were in line with the national picture (11% nationally). Most pupils (78%) in our sample had a specific number of TA support hours expressed on their Statement/EHCP. Three-quarters (74%) had 20 or fewer hours, and only a few pupils had ‘full time’ TA support (e.g. around 30 hours).

**Schools**

Researchers collected data in 34 schools across England. In line with the national picture (Ofsted, 2016), three-quarters of schools were rated either good or outstanding at their last inspection. All of the schools were non-selective state schools for 11- to 16-year-olds. Pupil rolls ranged from 317 to 2,187, with most schools having between 1,000 and 1,299 pupils; slightly above the national average of 939 pupils (DfE, 2016d). The average proportion of pupils in English secondary schools with a Statement/EHCP is 1.7% (DfE, 2016e). Just over half the schools in the SENSE study sample exceeded this. Eight schools had an additional resource provision for pupils with SEND. Most schools (71%) were located in predominantly urban areas.

**Methods of data collection**

Completion of the fieldwork was achieved in partnership with five providers of the Doctorate in Educational Psychology programme; the post-graduate professional training course for educational psychologists in England. Trainees received a full day of training in the data collection approach, methods and tools. As mentioned, we used the same methods and analytical approach deployed in the MAST study (Webster and Blatchford, 2015). Each researcher produced a detailed case study report on an individual pupil with a Statement/EHCP. Case studies drew together data from several sources, described below.

Semi-structured interviews with pupils and school staff focussed on the experiences, perceptions and expectations of stakeholders. The questions flowed from a set of predetermined headings. The same questions were put to all school staff. Interviews were conducted once the researcher was acquainted with the situation in school, and so able to
nuance questions to reflect their observations. Interviews lasted between 20 minutes and an hour. A total of 219 interviews (see Table 2) were conducted and used as basis for the construction of the case study reports.

Researchers had access to documentary evidence for the pupil they shadowed, including their Statement/EHCP and annual reviews. These documents detailed their current educational needs (and, where relevant, health, care and other needs), together with the provisions that should have been in place to meet those needs. The allocation of TA support hours (where given) was also recorded on these documents. Finally, researchers kept on-going, open-ended field notes of qualitative observations, contextual details, thoughts and impressions on the pupil experience being observed. These notes supplemented and assisted the interpretation of data from other sources.

Table 2. Interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pupil with Statement/EHCP</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching assistant</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENCO</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other school staff</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>219</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. percentages have been rounded-off

Case study reports

An often-cited challenge of working with qualitative data is that they are ‘strong in reality’, but difficult to organise (Cohen and Manion, 1994). To organise the considerable volume of qualitative data, researchers drew together material from the sources above into a pupil-level case study report. A total of 49 reports were compiled, each providing a substantive picture of their educational experiences to complement and expand that captured by the systematic observations. Report data were organised thematically according to the framework used to construct the MAST study case study reports (Webster and Blatchford, 2015), using themes relatable to secondary schools.

Citing Becker (1958), Walker (1993) writes that case study researchers frequently gravitate toward quantitative analyses of qualitative data in order to establish the main foci of research, by identifying the typicality and frequency of particular events, and how they are distributed among categories of people and organisational units. For the purposes of efficient interrogation, we arranged the data from the case study reports using the predetermined headings. Then, using a subsample of 13 reports, we conducted an open-ended inductive analysis, allowing points of interest to emerge. The situations, incidences, issues, experiences and views that featured across several case studies were then used to construct detailed coding frameworks for each heading. This allowed us to make plausible and credible generalisations, whilst retaining the individuality of particular cases to serve as illustrative examples of specific points. The prevalence of key and recurring features contained in the
data were coded. The data analysis process validated our predetermined headings, and these then provided a set of emergent overarching themes capturing the main findings from the case studies.

In this paper, we report on the case study data collated under selected themes, which covered: approaches to, and expressions of, inclusive practice; curriculum access; the roles of teachers and TAs; and the defining features of teaching and support, as they related to pupils with Statements/EHCPs. For the purposes of reporting, these data have been collapsed under two broad headings: (i) teaching and support; and (ii) differentiation.

In the presentation of results that follows, we provide an indication of prevalence of findings, by stating the number of case studies in which a specific issue, characteristic, experience or viewpoint was identified as \( n = x \), where \( x \) equals the number of cases out of a maximum of 49. A prevalence was only counted when it was unequivocally evident in a case study report.

**Results**

*Theme 1. Teaching and support*

Here, we cover the data relating to the role of teachers and TAs, the teaching and support they provide, and the features of the interactions each have with pupils with Statements/EHCPs. What emerged strongly in almost every case study report was the extent to which TAs were a central feature in the lives of pupils with high-level SEND. Statements/EHCPs were viewed as essential for securing the funding for TA support, which in turn, ensured and facilitated the pupils’ inclusion in a mainstream setting.

Though many schools reported they did not allocate a specific TA to individual pupils with Statements/EHCPs (\( n = 21 \)), in practice, there was a high reliance on, and use of, one-to-one TA support. Indeed, in 22 cases, the pupil was allocated a one-to-one TA. A few interviewees commented on the rationale for one-to-one support in terms of maintaining classroom order.

> “Some teachers do like someone to be sat with him all the time... mainly to do with behaviour rather than attainment”.
> SENCO

In the main, the impact of high levels of TA support was described positively, and was viewed in almost all cases as essential for successful inclusion.

> “Without support he can’t survive in school”.
> TA

> “Without TA support, [pupil] would be ‘tragically unhappy’. He is now very happy and settled”.
> SENCO

However, high levels of one-to-one TA support, particularly where it was unsolicited, could have a stigmatising effect on pupils (\( n = 10 \)).
“Sometimes I just like working on my own. So, like, in lessons where I’m not in the bottom group and I have a helper there, it just lowers my confidence. Because I don’t like feeling that I need help and that everyone else thinks I need help, when I don’t. It’s just sort of embarrassing”.  
Pupil

“Sometimes when I don’t need them [TAs], I’m like: ‘go away. I don’t need the help’”.  
Pupil

References to ‘support’ required further elucidation, so TAs and teachers were asked to describe the nature of their role and interactions in relation to pupils with Statements/EHCPs. The key features of the teachers’ role included: prompting, reminding, encouraging and praising (n=14); promoting independence (n=14); questioning (n=11); clarifying and repeating information (n=11); helping pupils to start work (n=10); teaching new concepts (n=6); reinforcing concepts (n=5); deepening understanding (n=5); modelling (n=5); and helping pupils stay on task/focussed (n=4). Much beyond this, teachers seemed unable to pinpoint ways in which they provided additional or differentiated teaching. Overall, the impression about pedagogical approaches gained from the case studies was one of ambiguity and vagueness.

The features of the TAs’ role and input overlapped with that of teachers. TAs were: clarifying and repeating information (n=22); keeping pupils on task/focussed (n=21); promoting independence (n=20); prompting, reminding, encouraging and praising (n=17); helping them to start work (n=14); reinforcing concepts and information (n=11); questioning (n=11); and deepening understanding (n=10).

As with teachers, TAs did not find it easy to describe the ‘support’ and ‘help’ they said they provided. This extended to teachers’ descriptions of the TA role. By and large, pupils with Statements/EHCPs described the support they received from TAs as always or often helpful, but they too were unable to articulate its key characteristics. A theme within the examples of what we might describe as ‘more effective’ expressions of TA support was how TAs left space for pupils to attempt tasks.

“If I have an assistant in maths, they will come to me in the first three questions and see I’ve done it like the first 30 seconds, so they just leave me to it and by the end of it I’ve got onto the extension work and maybe finished that”.
Pupil

Some pupils reported that TAs provided too much help. This is at variance to the finding that many interviewees considered promoting independence to be key part of the TAs’ role.

“It feels like cheating... if they are writing down everything for me”.
Pupil

[Pupil] stated that she is aware that she writes really slowly, but that TAs make her feel rushed when they take over some of the writing at times. She stated that she dislikes this as it looks to the teacher as though she hadn’t done her own work. [Pupil] does not feel comfortable telling the TA that she doesn’t like this.
To summarise, individual support from TAs emerges as critical to the inclusion of pupils with high-level SEND in mainstream secondary schools. While it was difficult to obtain a clear sense of the support TAs provided, insight gained from descriptions of their interactions with pupils revealed an overlap with teachers’ teaching. Finally, there appears to be an unintended consequence of close proximity, high frequency TA support in terms of pupils’ opportunities for, and sense of, independence.

**Theme 2. Differentiation**

The fuzziness relating to definitions of teaching and support extended to conceptualisations and operationalisations of differentiation. Below, we describe the main forms of differentiation described in the staff interviews.

**Differentiation by attainment grouping**

As described earlier, the results from the systematic observations showed that pupils with Statements/EHCPs were largely taught in small homogenous, low-attaining classes, with at least one TA present (plus the teacher). Their average-attaining peers, meanwhile, were taught in larger homogenous classes, with just the teacher present. Our conclusion that this was close to a form of ‘streaming’ is supported by evidence from the case studies. In half of all cases (n=24), interviewees reported that smaller sized, ‘streamed’ classes were helpful for pupils with high-level SEND, as these were quieter and calmer learning environments.

“His class is a Foundation class [of 10 pupils]. It models the primary school format in that they are taught most core subjects together. For other subjects – PE, music and drama – they are integrated within the year group”.

TA

Furthermore, in 28 out of 49 cases, SENCOs, teachers and TAs referred to the use of attainment grouping as a broad, structural approach to differentiation. In some cases, the allocation to lower-attaining sets was seen to obviate the need for differentiated tasks.

*The SENCO recognised that many teachers within the school did not know how to differentiate effectively, which had an impact on pupils with SEN. He felt the provision was differentiated, as many classes [pupil] attended were streamed.*

Excerpt from case study report

“I think the setting helps because [pupil] will be in lower bands. She’s in lower groups, she doesn’t actually need differentiation”.

SENCO

While school staff viewed these organisational arrangements as part of a wider strategy for teaching and learning, some pupils felt there was a stigma attached to being in the ‘bottom sets’. Low attainment classes were often referred to in interviews as ‘low ability’ groups; a freighted term, carrying implicit meanings about innate and fixed levels of aptitude.
“I don’t really like telling my friends that I’m in the bottom set, because I think they would find me different. I don’t find it comfortable telling my friends”.
Pupil

“It’s alright, but I don’t like being in a lower class. People start being rude, they say rude things, and I want to go to a higher one, so then I can do a proper test”.
Pupil

**Differentiation by TAs**

Consistent with what was found in the MAST study, the most recurrent expression of practical differentiation was in terms of the allocation and presence of TAs (n=29), and the support they provided via their interactions. TAs ‘bridged’ the learning in the moment through repetition and modifications to their language.

> “Task simplification, re-explaining tasks, helping him to make sense of what has been asked of him; breaking tasks down and just getting [pupil] going by setting him off in some way”.
> TA

> [TA] differentiates tasks within lessons for [pupil] ... by asking the pupil to write a smaller amount and scribing the rest for them to reduce writing demand, and “set them a target they can achieve”.
> Excerpt from case study report

It was difficult to get beyond these descriptions to uncover specific strategies and what drove TAs’ decision-making in terms of how, when and why they are used in their moment-by-moment interactions with pupils. TAs tended to operate in the gaps left by teachers, and were trusted and empowered to differentiate in the moment.

> “TAs are responsible and professional. They will differentiate, and read and scribe, and whatever [pupil] needs. Teachers often leave the differentiation for the children with Statements to the TA”.
> SENCO

While clearly well-intentioned, how successful and sustainable this is as an appropriate and long-term pedagogical strategy is questionable, as the following comments attest.

> “In theory, it should be the class teacher's responsibility [to differentiate]. Often, we find it’s the TA in practice who does that”.
> SENCO

> [Pupil] mentioned he likes working with TAs as they ‘tell him all the answers’.
> Excerpt from case study report

**Differentiation by task**
Teachers and TAs talked about differentiation at the task level in two ways. Firstly, for subgroups of lower-attaining pupils and those with SEND within the class (n=13). In a few cases, pupils could choose their level of challenge from a small selection of tasks. Secondly, and more commonly, for individual tasks (n=28), the pupil with a Statement/EHCP was given a specific, separate worksheet. These tasks tended to offer a lower level of challenge.

The Assistant SENCO, TA and the maths teacher all regarded differentiation for students with SEN as making the work easier. They gave no indication that differentiation may include, for example, presenting the material in a different way.

Excerpt from case study report

**Differentiation by outcome**

In just under a third of cases (n=15), school staff referred to differentiation by outcome: the expectation that pupils with SEND would produce less work than their peers.

“[Teachers] will say, ‘Will [pupil] manage this?,’ and I’ll say: “No. Is it alright if we do the first five out of ten questions?”

TA

This, and some other comments we have used to illustrate the findings under this theme, reveal something about teachers’ confidence and ability to set appropriate tasks for pupils with high-level SEND, as well as the reliance on TAs to facilitate learning (i.e. mediate teaching and curriculum access), despite not possessing the pedagogical training expected of teachers.

**Differentiation by use of resources**

Finally, visual aids and physical resources, such as large font sheets, were a commonly mentioned mode of differentiation (n=23). In a quarter of cases (n=13), ICT/assistive technology was cited. The comment below from a pupil reveals an interesting reflection on the use of supportive aids.

[Pupil] uses assistive technology for producing written work, but when I asked him about this, he said that it wouldn’t help: “It’s all about practise. If you have bad handwriting, a computer won’t help. You just need to practise”.

Excerpt from case study report

To summarise, what emerges strongly in the analysis of data under Theme 2 is how broadly differentiation was interpreted, but at the same time, how narrow and under-conceptualised some of definitions were. Differentiation operated at organisational levels (through setting) and interactional levels (via TA talk), and in some cases, this was viewed as sufficient. Given the ambiguity over how teaching and support were described (Theme 1), questions remain about what teachers specifically, do to ensure classroom teaching and learning tasks are accessible to pupils with SEND.

**Discussion**
It is important to the interpretation of findings to not lose sight of the turbulent context in which our research was conducted. Pressures relating to funding, staffing, accountability and the implementation of numerous (and sometimes competing) policy initiatives, all have a bearing on SEND provision. Therefore, we should make clear that there was some evidence of good practice in a number of schools (Webster and Blatchford, 2017). We note too that the SENSE study is not without its limitations. We focussed mainly on pupils whose primary need related to cognition and learning, and so our findings cannot claim to represent the full range of complex, and sometimes co-occurring, needs for which Statements/EHCPs are written. Similarly, the study was limited only to pupils in the third of five years of compulsory secondary education. Nonetheless, the amount and depth of the qualitative data collected allow us to make some robust and valid conclusions. We now summarise the main findings and begin contextualising our conclusions with reference to the wider literature and the trends and trajectories regarding SEND policy, provision and practice in England.

Firstly, we found that individual support from TAs was a central factor in the inclusion and education of pupils with Statements/EHCPs. Despite a large-scale reform of the SEND system, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that – much as we found in primary schools (Webster and Blatchford, 2015) – secondary schools view the employment and deployment of TAs as a key strategic approach to including and meeting the educational needs of pupils with high-level SEND. Underlying this is the way the currency of support, expressed in terms of TA hours, is residual within the system. Furthermore, given the legal standing of the Statements/EHCPs, parents/carers of children and young people with high-level SEND have the law on their side when holding schools and LAs to account. In other words, there are external pressures that uphold the status quo in terms of providing TA support. However, easily auditable quantifications of support can have relatively little pedagogical value, and this can be pursued and enforced at the expense of ensuring high quality teacher-led teaching (Webster, 2014).

Secondly, while the currency of hours attends to the quantification of provision, in order to understand the specification of provision, it was necessary to obtain a sense of the teaching and support provided by teachers and TAs. On the basis of our analysis of 49 pupil-level case study reports, it was difficult to define the pedagogical approaches teachers used to meet the learning needs of pupils with Statements/EHCPs. Implicit and ambiguous notions of ‘teaching’ in relation to SEND – and how that is distinct from the equally fuzzy notion of ‘support’ – plus the absence of a nuanced take on differentiation (see below), suggest there is a gap in teachers’ knowledge when it comes to SEND and pedagogy as it relates to SEND. The infrequent and vague mentions of instructional practices may be attributable to that fact that teachers are not adept at accurately reporting and describing what they do (Nuthall, 2007); teachers struggle to make the implicit explicit. Another explanation could be that approaches to teaching for pupils with learning difficulties may not be as materially different and distinguishable from approaches that work for all learners, as we perhaps intuitively believe (Davis and Florian, 2004).

Thirdly, consistent with the earlier MAST study (Webster and Blatchford, 2015), we found ambiguity and open-endedness in conceptualisations and operationalisations of differentiation. Most noteworthy was the way setting and (as we put it) streaming were often referred to as differentiation strategies. The justification for so-called ‘ability’ grouping is surprisingly undeveloped, but is presumably built on the assumption that teaching becomes more effective or efficient with a narrower range of attainment in a class. Yet, while
homogeneous grouping has been shown to have some benefit for higher-attaining pupils, it can be detrimental to the learning of average- and lower-attaining pupils (Francis et al., 2017; Kutnick et al., 2005), and can have a corrosive effect on the confidence and self-concept for those in the ‘bottom’ group (Taylor et al., 2016).

In summary, we were unable to find evidence of an effective and theoretically-grounded pedagogy for pupils with SEND in the instructional approaches used by either teachers or TAs. Drawing this together with the main findings above, it is difficult not to question the quality, appropriateness and effectiveness of educational provision on offer to pupils with SEND, compared to that received by their peers. While it is true we did not routinely interview headteachers as part of the SENSE study, in the evidence from interviews with SENCOs, teachers and TAs, there appeared to be an absence of strong leadership with respect to SEND.

**Implications and recommendations**

Wedell (2005) in the UK and Giangreco and colleagues (2005; 2007) in the USA argue that the increased number, and sustained use, of TAs has staved off debates about how we effectively educate pupils with SEND in mainstream settings. In England, after almost two decades of year-on-year increases, the proportion of TAs in secondary schools has started to decline; down 8%, from a 2013 high of 54,400 (DfE, 2017b).

While the trend relating to TA numbers appears to be a downward one, official projections of the pupil population illustrate a trend in the opposite direction. It is anticipated that the number of children and young people with needs complex enough to require an EHCP will grow by around 20,000 between 2017 and 2026; about 15% of the current population (DfE, 2017c). Another trend revealed by government data show that the number of special schools in England is also in decline. Over the last 20 years, the number of special schools has reduced by 16%; from 1,239 in 1997 to 1,037 in 2017 (DfE, 2017d). This capacity would need to be reinstated *within eight years* in order to accommodate the projected increase in pupil numbers. As this seems highly improbable, it is almost inevitable that mainstream schools will be required to respond to this challenge by adopting more inclusive practices.

The contribution of the SENSE study is, therefore, timely and important. Obtaining a detailed understanding of what pupils with high-level SEND experience, and how schools organise to deliver provision to meet their needs, is essential to making effective judgments about which provisions work best. The summation of the organisational structures and operational contexts within which pupils with high-level SEND are taught in mainstream settings, as revealed through the present study, lead us to a profound and troubling thought: given the prevailing trends, to what extent does the widespread use of TAs to facilitate the inclusion and teaching of pupils with SEND compensate or cover for failures elsewhere in system? Put another way, if TAs were removed from schools tomorrow, how effectively would schools manage without them – and for how long?

The systemic and long-standing failure to develop alternative approaches, such as more appropriate teaching, is likely to be exposed if the number of TAs and special school places fall as the proportion of pupils with SEND increases. The challenge facing mainstream schools (in England, at least) is how best to respond. So, what could they do?
Firstly, secondary schools could take the bold step of mixed attainment teaching, for at least some subjects and contexts. Compared with classes organised on the basis of ‘ability’, mixed attainment teaching has greater potential to improve outcomes for all pupils (Taylor et al., 2016). At the least, schools should adopt grouping strategies that mitigate the more harmful effects of streaming or ‘hard’ setting (Francis et al., 2017). In lessons, teachers should ensure pupils with SEND are not routinely clustered together for group work, but have opportunities to interact, work with and learn from others.

Secondly, consistent with our work on the deployment of teaching assistants (Webster et al., 2016), the SENSE study findings provide more evidence for schools to be mindful of, and address, institutional arrangements and classroom practices that result in pupils with Statements/EHCPs having more time with TAs and less time with teachers (relative to other pupils). TAs should be part of a wider, more balanced and coherent, set of responses to meeting the needs of pupils with high-level SEND – not the default setting.

Thirdly, we require teachers to be more confident and competent in relation to SEND. They require not only input on types of SEND, but on effective and theoretically-grounded pedagogic approaches. Schools need to bring to light not only the practices of effective teaching for SEND, but the processes by which they were developed. Rather than looking for practices that will transfer wholesale into another setting, efforts to unpick the professional thinking, trialling and reflection underpinning effective strategies and techniques have the potential to demystify pedagogy and empower schools to develop inclusive approaches and identities.

Finally, governing bodies and boards of trustees, together with leadership teams, could institute career progression systems for teachers and leaders throughout the organisation that are contingent on evidencing practice that has a demonstrable impact on outcomes for pupils with SEND. Hard-wiring excellence for SEND into performance management and promotion means schools would be incentivised to provide quality CPD to support staff development and practice.

In terms of future research directions, the SENSE study reveals a need to address the lack of quality empirical evidence on effective pedagogic practices for pupils with SEND in mainstream settings (Rix et al., 2009). This is an equally clear need for this research effort to move beyond desk-based literature reviews, and into schools and classrooms, with researchers collaborating with teachers on the task of drawing out their conscious and unconscious pedagogic competences. Our study found strong evidence that pupils with SEND in mainstream schools spend almost all their time in low attainment sets. A second direction for future research would, therefore, be a closer exploration of the educational experiences within these sets, and what role they play in pupils’ longer term educational progress.
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Notes

1 During the period this study took place (2015 to 2017), all Statements were in the process of being converted into EHCPs.
2 Local authorities are a form of public administration devolved from central government.
3 Pupils in the MAST study had SEND related to moderate learning difficulties or behavioural, emotional or social difficulties. Following the SEND reforms of 2014, the latter category did not exist at the time of the SENSE study, and the former was absorbed into a broader category of cognition and learning. Pupils whose needs fall within the category of cognition and learning have greater difficulty than their peers in acquiring basic literacy and numeracy skills, and in understanding concepts. They may also have associated speech and language delay, lower self-esteem, lower levels of concentration and under-developed social skills, compared to pupils without SEND.
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